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About This Content

The PostMortem Character Pack adds 4 more new and unique playable characters for Killing Floor as Downloadable Content.
Once you have bought the pack, they will become selectable in the character selection screen in-game.

 

Harold Hunt

Harold was the front man for the underground punk band "The Fecking Nancies", who played mingin' pubs and bars all over
South London. And if he wasn't screaming into a microphone about anarchy and chaos he was out causing it by kicking the shite

out of cockneys, chavs and pikies before stealing their bling. Courtesy of the Horzine outbreak, he's finding out what real
anarchy and chaos is.
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Kerry Fitzpatrick

After disfiguring one inmate in his last prison fight, the others stopped calling "Kerry" a girl's name. During his transfer to the
high-security psych ward at Broadmoor, he watched the guards get eaten by a herd of crazed, emaciated mutants. Kerry took
pleasure ripping apart the monsters before looting the dead prison guards. From life in prison to a free man in seconds, Kerry

has found a world where he truly fits in.

 

Trooper Clive Jenkins

When he wasn't jumping out of airplanes and breaking heads for the British government, Jenks could usually be found getting
rat-arsed in the pubs of Aldershot and picking fights with civvies. C Company was on standby when word of the outbreak

struck. They loaded into the Herc and jumped over London. Straight into a mob of chainsaw-wielding nutters. Come and get
some, ya ponces!

 

Paramedic Alfred Anderson

Working nightshift for the hospital can be interesting. It's also a good place to stock up on supplies when the whole city has
turned into a cannibalistic feeding frenzy. Well equipped and knowledgeable, Alfred's a good ally to have when a fleshless

creature is beating down your door.
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For a one man dev team you did something really special here and I hope the dev continues with this diamond in the rough.
I like the focus on connections between people and how you have to use them to your advantage.

This one is worth a least a go or two and I do not regret my purchase.
.
What you can do: Form relationships and advance your career as a pirate, politcian, diplomat, naval officer.

What I'd like to see: More attention on the space aspect of everything such as stations, being able to perhaps purchase or build a
station(an example would be a mining station in which you can hire people to mine asteroids for profit)
Overall I'd like to see the scope of the game magnified but first I'd rather the dev concentrate on getting what he has now up to
snuff, the UI is good but feels clunky and there are some features that aren't in the game (player marriages, children and the
like) due to some bug related to those portions of the game.

Support this dev as he clearly cares enough about the game, and remember he is just one person. Great Tower Defense Game.
With the price of $4.49, totally worth the money.. Just bought it for nostalgia.

11\/10. I have always been a huge fan of Uplink, which is what got me looking at Exosyphen's hacker games so many years
back. The old ones are good, but this next version is a huge step forward in making hacking into an actual "game."

The current version is very unfinished (maybe 10 minutes of total gameplay), but Robert is updating often with huge new
features and gameeplay changes. For example, just today he added a world editor, allowing you to create your own levels!

Like other reviews have stated, he is very interested in feedback from the community as he develops this game. This is not like
so many early access games that will never be finished. I trust Robert to make this into the next big hacker game. Support him
and his studio; they will not let you down.

Gameplay - Finally! A hacker game where there is more to do than just click or type a command and wait! With sliders to
control your CPU (overclocking), Download and Upload Bandwidth, and task priority, there is constantly a mini-game keeping
you engaged.

Again - in it's current state, it's nothing more than a tech-demo, but this studio is no joke and will move fast to fully flesh out
this idea.

As a final note - I bought a couple of Robert's old hacker games. A few times over the years I have lost access to my account
and had to email support. Robert himself answered promptly, with an immediate fix. He is personable and cares about his
customers in a way I don't see from many other developers (I'd put him with the likes of introversion).

Support Early Access Developers who will finish games!. This game is like finding out that a great NES game was made back in
the day
but never released until now.

I love it. True NES style controls, character sprites, backgrounds and sounds.

Would I recommend it?

Do you like NES?
Do you like Contra? (especially this)
Do you like Megaman?

If any of the above are a "yes", then you should definitely check it out.
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My favorite game on Xbox 360 and probably the greatest naval simulator I've ever played. Although multiplayer is pretty much
dead now, there is still a lot of content to be enjoyed from this game. I highly recommend doing tutorials first however as the
game can get confusing later on. honestly, starting out in this game is a lot smoother than starting out in scholar of the first sin,
but once you reach mid game you'll start to see the really unfair and\/or illogical enemy placements in this game. its not bad but,
i recommend you buy scholar of the first sin for a much better experience of an already hard game.. It's alright, for the first
DLC. There were better and worse ones to follow. The truck heists themselves are rather annoyingly difficult without the right
equipment and skill setup. I like the Gruber Kurz pistol a lot, it's great for concealment or loud pistol builds alike.. An unusual
outdoor-only MS-DOS FPS game hailing from 1997, Z.A.R (Zone of Artificial Resources) is actually surprisingly good. It
scratches that sprite-based FPS itch.. Ok, so I have been playing this game (X-tension) after starting with X: Beyond the
Frontier.

The first thing that immediately stands out is that it fixes a lot of the problems with the UI that made the first X game so
painful. This is a much more pleasant experience - far from perfect, but a vast improvement.

It's also a lot less directed. There is no primary story mission that points you where to go - you stumble on missions as you
travel, and initially this was fine, but ultimately this just led to frustration on my part. While just being let loose on this space to
make your own way feels attractive for a while, once I'd set up some factories, made a bit of money, upgraded my ships a bit, I
was left with that "why am I playing this?" which never went away. I didn't get close to 'finishing' the game (whatever 'finishing'
might mean) - there was clearly content that I wasn't getting to, but without any direction or clues as to where to go (and worse,
when to go) it just became this overwhelming feeling of 'well I might stumble across something if I just wander aimlessly and
do mostly the same repetitive stuff for ages, but seriously why would I bother?'. I could make lots of money and become bestest
friends with everyone, but I'm already bored of what it would take to do this and without some indication of why I should be
doing it it just bored me to quitting eventually.

Steam shows a lot of hours played here, but a fair few of those were AFK or mostly AFK because the game seems designed to
make AFK the most obvious way to achieve things, which is never a good thing in a game. The tuning of the economy is such
that you need a lot of cash and a lot of time to build up anything substantial - orders of magnitude more tedious than the first
game, and it just seems to want to push you into getting time to pass in the game so you can get some more cash to get you
slightly closer to whatever goals you might have.

Worse your computer has to be pretty much dedicated to this AFK play because the game pauses when you switch out of the
game so you can't do anything else while you're waiting for whatever it is of the many things that you have to wait for.

Sure, you can go off and try to stumble across some more of the same missions that you've done a dozen times already (find 50
BoFu, and drop it off here, yay, destroy these Xenon ships which you may or may not get help with in time to save this dumb
freighter, escort this ultra slow ship which is more than likely going to be blown up regardless of what you do) while you wait,
but really, why? Serious balance problems all over the place.

The OCD in me kept me wanting to do more for a long time, but in the end the tedium defeated me.

As I said at the start, there are some big improvements in key areas for this game over the first installment, and that gives me
hope that some of these bigger plot\/story\/point issues will be tackled in the subsequent titles, but this one left me deeply
frustrated and unsatisfied, and I think a lot of that just comes down to the complete lack of direction. Just some hints or
suggestions about where to go to look for things to follow up on would have done wonders I suspect. And strangely for this day
and age the net is surprisingly sparse in terms of resources or guides for this particular game which means there's not a lot of
obvious help if you end up frustrated as I did.
. Such a wonderful, little puzzle game! New elements are introduced slowly to get you used to them, and despite the simplistic
appearance, there are some pretty challenging levels where I had to stop playing and come back to another time. Definitely
worth the money and I would highly recommend for a chill experience to take your mind off everything else. While as far as
graphics and a few pattern designs goes Red death does a decent job.... it over all feels lackluster, like it's empty. For it's price it
may be a good buy though, but not a good game in general.. Another game where I wish steam would allow us a rating out of
ten, rather than plain good/bad.

If this had been a whole game (as opposed to no 1 in a series) I'd be recommending it wholeheartedly. But on finishing the game
you will be annoyed to discover that it is chapter 1 in a series of... I'm guessing..... at least 4 games.
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I have just noticed chapter 2 has been released and so now there is hope that the plot might be completed. So fingers crossed,
one day the whole game will be available. At that point I would recommend it. It is a dark, well written, story rich point and
click with some complex characters and good puzzle design.

I can't recommend it now as lots of us are really annoyed at episodic games that never get finished.. Just for fun but great stats
too worth it !
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